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DOLE ASSESSMENT OF CARTER 1 S FIRST 100 DAYS IS "STYLE OVER SUBSTANCE" 

Trenton, New Jersey -- The motto of the first months of the Carter Presidency has been 

"imaginative image first; worry about the substance of governing later," Senator Bob Dole 

declared Saturday. 

The former Vice-Presidential candidate and former Republican National Chairman made the 

'---' :harge in remarks prepared for delivery to the New Jersey Republican State Convention in 

Trention. 

Dole , quoting from a recently published memo to the President, said it was Carter's 

polling advisor 11who set the tone for the first 100 days. The President was warned, above 

all, not to substitute substance for style. 11 Dole also noted that Pat Caddell, pollster and 

author of the memo, advised the President "to conduct 1 a continuing political campaign' by 

developing an imaginative and refreshing image." 

The Kansas Senci.tor also criticized universal voter registration, which he called "one 

of the few substantive proposals that image specialist Pat Caddell recommended." Dole 

said that while he favored doing everything reasonable to make voting easier, instant 

registration is, in the words of the Justice Department 11 an open invitation to fraud . " 

Turning to the Republican Party, Dole said, 11 I hope we have l ~earned that saying 1 no 1 

to more and bigger government is not enough , We've got to spell out how the forces of our 

private enterprise system can be harnessed to deal with problems that are of immediate 

concern to many of our citizens. And that it can be done more effectively that way than 

by expanding the government bureaucracy and raising taxes , 11 

Dole also called on the G.O .P. to broaden its base "and to do a more effective job 

of appealing to Blacks and other mtnorities. This can be done, I believe, by running good 

candidates -- good Black and Hispanic candidates -- and by organizing the communities where 

they live. At the same time, we cannot afford to forget ethnic Americans, most of whom, 

philosophically, are inclined towards the Republican Party." 
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REMARKS OF SENATOR BOB DOLE 

New Jersey Republican State Convention 
Trenton, New Jersey 

May 7, 1977 

The State of New Jersey has a unique opportunity this November -- an opportunity to topple 
an incumbent Democratic Governor. Republicans in the Garden State are always a lively, 
competetive group. Today's state convention is evidence of the enthusiasm and spirit 
building in the party as you get ready for the campaign ahead. A vict ory in a big urban 
state -- particularly one with a sitting Democratic Governor -- would give the entire 
party valuable momentum going into the 1978 Congressional elections. 

As I travel in my own state and around the country, I see many signs of a reinvigorated 
Republican Party. Healthy, hardy , full of fight. Determined to broaden the scope of its 
appeal. Fully aware that good candidates and good grass roots organizati on are the keys 
to success. Confident that the issues and causes which we espouse are in tune with the 
concerns and interested of a majority of the American people, 

El,eS on New Jersey 

The last place in the country to keep track of the real public mood is in Washington --
preoccupied, as it usually is, with the rel ative celebrity status of the personalities 
who exerci se real or fancied power. 

Needless to say, the eyes of the nation will be on New Jersey in November. President 
Carter's opinion poll interpreters, style-setters, and image manipulators will also be 
watching New Jersey this fall. 

The new Administration has now complet ed its first 100 days in office -- with the emphasis 
on style over substance. In the words of no less an authority than George Meany, there have 
been "a lot of words about a lot of things" from the White House , but very littl e action 
on anything. 

We now learn from the press that it was the President's polling advisor who set the tone 
for the first 100 days. The President was warned, above all, not to substitute substance 
for style. The pollster is said to have defined the "stylistic points" and the "visible 
signals " that would be necessary to prepare for 1980 , Preparing for 1980 before he had 
even been inaugurated! 

The President was advised to conduct "a continuing political campaign" by developing an 
imaginative and refreshing image . 

That has been the motto of the first months of the Carter Presidency -- imaginative image 
first; worry about the substance of governing later , 

"Remove from the Job Market" 

Mr. Carter was advised in the published memo to limit potential opposition within the 
Democratic Party by -- and I quote -- "removing from the job market as many of those with 
the experience and talent in Presidential politics as can be accomodated , 11 End of quote . 

Translated: To make sure that potential opponents in the Party don't have any staff resources 
at their disposal, put all of the experienced and talented folks on the fede ral payroll so 
they'll be loyal to Jimmy Carter! 

This from an Administration that tells us almost daily how they're going to reorganize the 
government to make it more efficient and effective! Effective for whom? 

Following tnis introductory splurge of symbolism -- which Pat Caddell considered necessary 
so that substance would not overcome the more important matter of style -- the President 
has been imparting a lot of ideas. 

Not many of them have been very good ideas. They aren't very well thought through. They 
aren't always consistent. And -- fortunately -- some of them aren't very long lasting. 

But I must say he has managed to keep our attention . 

The best policy for Republicans in Congress is to support the President when he is right . 
When he is wrong, we can serve our country best -- and earn the confidence of the voters 
by offering alternative ideas in a spirit of constructive criticism. 
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Outnumbered as we are in both houses, Republicans are having an impact on legislation. The 
arguments that members of our party raised about the inflationary effect of the tax rebate 
finally caused the President to withdraw it. The employment tax credit that was contained 
in the tax bill -- and which the Administration opposes -- was essentially a Republican 
initiative. It is based on the corrmon-sense premise that additional tax incentives ought 
to go first to employers who will expand their production and hire workers . That way it 
will be easier for businessmen to find room on their payrolls for marginal workers, at or 
slightly over the minimum wage, because the government will be subsidizing part of the cost. 
This should be of special benefit to the hard-core inner-city teenage unemployed. 

Universal Voter Registration 

One of the few substantive proposals that image specialist Pat Caddell recommended in his 
memo to the President was universal regi st ra tion of voters. We are all in favor of doing 
everything reasonable to make voting easier. But it is essential that we lower unreasonable 
barriers to voting without encouraging fraud . A secret Justice Department memorandum 
described the Administration's proposal for on-the-spot registration on election day, without 
the necessity of advance registration, as "open invitation to fraud". The experts tell us 
that the act of non-voting is itself often a deliberate decision. In my opinion, instead 
of providing for instant registration, both of our parties would be better advised to improve 
their lines of communication with voters who are now turned off by politics and politicians. 
We should stimulate their interest and make them want to vote and want to register to vote . 

Why Don't We Win More Elections? 

...__,. But if all the issues are on our side -- taxes, inflation, honest elections -- why don't 
we wi n more elections? 

The lesson I hope we have learned is that saying 11 no 11 to more and bigger government is not 
enough. We've got to spell out how the forces of our private enterprise system can be 
harnessed to deal with problems that are of immediate concern to many of our citizens. And 
that it can be done more effectively that way than by expanding the government bureaucracy 
and raising taxes, 

Because the Democratic Party is so committed to government action, so tradition-bound, so 
tied to past programs that never worked, it is the Republican Party that offers t he excitinq 
opportunities for new approaches. The positions that we t ake are in tune wi th the interests 
of all Americans in all walks of life. All classes and all races -- a sl um youth who 
can't find a job, a young couple struggling to save the down payment for a house, a small 
farmer -- all feel the impact of inflation and understand the futile wastefulness of govern-
ment programs that don't work. 

When it comes to innovative solutions to nagging problems, the truth is our party is under 
fewer constraints and inhibitions than is the other party. We can offer fresh ideas that 
draw on the strength of the private sector, reverse the burqeoninq growth of government, 
and wind up costing the taxpayers less. 

We cannot allow factionalism to divide us. There is room in the Republican Party for men 
and women of many ideological persuasions. In states like New Jersey there is no reason 
why Republicans cannot have a hard fight for the nomination and then join forces behind 
the nominee. 

Then, too, it is obvious that we've got to broaden our base and do a more effective job 
of appealing to Blacks and other racial minorities. This can be done, I believe, by running 
good candidates - - good Black and Hi spanic candidates - - and by organizing the communiti es 
where th ey live , 

Republican National Chairman Bill Brock has wisely earmarked $250,000 for the purpose of 
recru t ting and assisting Black candidates . This brings the overall GOP budget for Black 
programs to $375,000, and is six ti mes any previous such outlay , 

Ultimately, however, effective organization must come from the grass roots up , It cannot 
be ordained from on hiqh by the Republican National Committee or anyone else. 

At the same time , we cannot afford to forget ethnic Americans, most of whom, philosophically 
at least, are inclined towards the Republican Party , You know what this means in a multi-
ethnic state like New Jersey , Italian Americans alone comprise 7% of the Garden State's 
population, while the Poles and Germans each represent 3%, Add to these percentages the 
t he sizeable Chinese, Hungarian, Greek, Ukrainian, Czech, Slovak, Norwegian, Swedish, 
Finnish, B.velorussian , Lithuanian, Cuban, Latvian, and Estonian communities, and we end 
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up with a total foreign-stock population of 30%. If we add third and fourth generation 
ethnic Americans to that figure, we could be talking about a total population of well 
over 40%. I am pleased that New Jersev has a GOP State Heritage Groups Council, and I'm 
sure they enjoy your support. 

New Jersey can show the way for the rest of the party on election day in November , A 
victory in the gubernatorial electi on of such an important state as this would be a 
tremendous psychological boost for Republicans everywhere . I know you are poised to 
put forth an energetic organizational effort. I wish you well . 

#### 
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